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DiSLiDaS Objectives
▪ gather current research advances in discourse
–

analysis and representation,

–

in the context of multilinguality,

–

from a linguistic and computational perspective,

▪ in the context of linguistic data science
–

language resource interoperability

–

linguistic linked open data (LLOD)

–

natural language processing

–

machine learning and analysis

Linguistic Data Science
@ Nexus Linguarum
▪ subfield of data science
– systematic analysis and study of data at scale
– methods to extract new insights from it
▪ specifics: language / linguistically analyzed data
– interoperability: diverse, rich, (often) small-scale
▪ web scale: mature ecosystem of
–

multilingual linguistic data

–

semantically interoperable linguistic data
using Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD)

–

Linguistic Data Science
@ Nexus Linguarum
▪ subfield of data science
– systematic analysis and study of data at scale
– methods to extract new insights from it
▪ specifics: language / linguistically analyzed data
– interoperability: diverse, rich, (often) small-scale
▪ web scale: mature ecosystem of
– multilingual linguistic data
– semantically interoperable linguistic data
– using Linguistic Linked Open Data (LLOD) ?

Discourse !

The Discourse Perspective
▪ How can we benefit?
– Find and re-use resources
●
Data! Formats! Tools! Technologies!
– Can we benefit from machine learning?
●
Sparsity! Multilinguality!
●
How to acquire/create training data?
– How to harmonize/develop annotation schemas?
●
Is ISO SemAF sufficient/applicable?

The Nexus Perspective
▪ How can we help? What are domain-specific challenges?
–

–

–

Semantic interoperability? (vocabularies)
●
Is SemAF enough for discourse?
●
What about alternatives? (PDTB? RST? Centering?
multi-factorial?)
Structural interoperability? (formats)
●
SemAF without XML?
●
JSON(-LD)? RDF? TSV?
Tools? (metadata)
●
Practical experiences? Shall we try to collect that?

Conflicting Requirements
▪ ML requires large, consistent ampounts of training data
– simple schemas, more data
▪ Linguistic analyses provide fine-grained differentiations
– rich schemas, fewer data
▪ How to balance that?
– Hierarchical schemas?
●
cf. PDTB
– Factorization?
●
Split into multiple dimensions? (cf. Das and Egg)

Open Discussion
●

Maciej Ogrodniczuk: “Universal Discourse” initiative?
–

Goal: Consistent data, shared task?
●

Positive aspects, if focusing on minimal tagset, small data?
–

●

e.g. TED-MDB (*very small, though*) => PDTB-style?
–

–

Extensible tagset? (cf. Sub-types of dependencies in UD)
We could train on English (or a few other languages) and evaluate
against TED-MDB languages

Adopt one of the models?
●

SemAF? PDTB? RST? CCR?

Open Discussion
●

●

●

Darinka V.: Regarding the data, I find a common problem that there are huge differences
among different genres. For example, discourse markers in casual conversation are
manifested quite differently than in interviews, lectures, news… So it is important that the
data is somehow representitve for a diverse set of genres.
Christian Chiarcos: partially (at least) basing that on an existing framework could possibly
compensate that
Christoph Hesse: balance genres in training data
–

Markus Egg: need to agree on an inventory of genres ;) maybe coarse-grained to
prevent European bias
●

–

Mário Alves: the most advanced "inventories" are the pedagogical genres of the
so-called Sydney School

Cross-lingual considerations: tagset must be consistent across languages
●

Need representative language coverage (=> start with PDTB?)

●

Need to document who’s working on what languages

Open Discussion
●

Create a discussion channel for shared task / “Universal Discourse” initiative?
–

Mariana: join Nexus [main discussion channel, details see below]
●

–

But note: ends in 2023!

Macjei O.: Separate mailing list udisc@googlegroups.com
●

focusing on converting existing data & shared task

–

GitHub orga: https://github.com/UniversalDiscourse,
https://universaldiscourse.github.io/ send christian.chiarcos@gmail.com an
email with your GitHub ID to join

–

Scope still to be clarified
●

●

●

Top-Down / annotation? [this is the current Nexus approach]
Bottom-Up / conversion? [this is the focus of most “Universal annotation”
initiatives]
Both?
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Some Observations
▪ there is some tension between linguistic and ML
requirements
rich annotations => sparse data!
– more data with shallow annotations?
– complicated data structures (not a labelling task)
▪ for discourse studies, there is no such thing like
–

–
–
–

a “standard” set of tools
a „standard” format*
a “standard” vocabulary* (set of definitions)

* there are ISO standards, they have not been widely used so far but referred to repeatedly in the WS

Some Observations
▪ discourse annotation community is fractured
– there are community standards / widely used
frameworks, but
●
they operate of different theoretical foundations
●
their compatibility is yet to be proven
●
there is need for cross-community discussion
▪ there is interest in generalization
– It is yet to be proven whether SemAF (etc.) could
accomplish it
●

It can (and has been considered by several participants) as
a starting point ...

Where do we go from here?
▪ DisLiDaS Postproceedings ;)
–

Mariana: Plans to submit book proposal to genres with
additional call for chapters?

–

Markus Egg: alternative as a journal?
●

●

e.g., Discourse and Dialog? Discourse studies ?
Discourse processes?
general support from audience

BUT: should be in the national lists ;)
=> need more research on journal
TODO@participants: Please confirm intention to
contribute
●
You’re getting an invitation
–

–

Where do we go from here?
▪ Another workshop?
–

General interest in the audience and by organizers

–

Could be collocated with either
●

●

–

a larger conference, or
LDK-2023 (probably in Vienna, possibly supported
by Nexus funding)

Could possibly feature a shared task
●

Discussion postponed; depends on how soon
there is an agreement on UniversalDiscourse
taxonomy, approach and data; to be discussed at
Google Group

Keep communication going!
▪ 1. main channel for the Nexus discourse initiative:
WG4, T4.2, Use Case 4.2.1
– Join Nexus
–

Register to Nexus WG4 mailing list

–

Join https://nexuslinguarum.slack.com
●

●

You might need to ask Jorge Gracia to invite you
Register to Nexus Slack channel #uc-4_2_2-socialsciences

2. interested in converting resources for a shared task?
●

Repository https://github.com/UniversalDiscourse

●

Mailing list udisc@googlegroups.com

Where do we go from here?
▪ Practical work on discourse annotation
interoperability?
– “Universal Discourse Relations” ???
●
Shared Task on that data?
●
cf. Universal Dependencies, etc.
–

Christian: that would have been my final note,
but already during discussion, we set things in
motion ;)

